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(ABSTRACT) 

 In recent years, research has been conducted for alternative commercial transonic aircraft 

design configurations, such as the strut- braced wing and the truss-braced wing aircraft designs, 

in order to improve aircraft performance and reduce the impact of aircraft emissions as compared 

to a typical cantilever wing design.  Research performed by Virginia Tech in conjunction with 

NASA Langley Research Center shows that these alternative configurations result in 20% or 

more reduction in fuel consumption, and thus emissions.  Another option to reduce the impact of 

emissions on the environment is to reduce the aircraft cruise altitude, where less nitrous oxides 

are released into the atmosphere and contrail formation is less likely.  The following study was 

performed using multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO) in ModelCenterTM for cantilever 

wing, strut-braced wing, and truss-braced wing designs and optimized for minimum takeoff 

gross weight at 7730 NM range and minimum fuel weight for 7730 and 4000 NM range at the 

following cruise altitudes: 25,000; 30,000; and 35,000 ft.  For the longer range, both objective 

functions exhibit a large penalty in fuel weight and takeoff gross weight due to the increased 

drag from the fixed fuselage when reducing cruise altitude.  For the shorter range, there was a 

slight increase in takeoff gross weight even though there was a large increase in fuel weight for 

decreased cruise altitudes.  Thus, the benefits of reducing cruise altitude were offset by increased 

fuel weight.  Either a two-jury truss-braced wing or telescopic strut could be studied to reduce 

the fuel penalty.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction

For many years now airliners have had basically the same configuration of a cantilever 

wing with a cylindrical fuselage and engines placed on the wing or fuselage.  Most technological 

advances have been small changes like more efficient engines.  Many aircraft designers over the 

past sixty years have suggested changes to the structure and configuration of the aircraft, such as 

the joined-wing, blended-wing body, and truss-braced wing (TBW) aircraft.  These changes were 

recommended because there is only so much one can do to improve the aircraft performance of a 

typical cantilever wing aircraft.  Werner Pfenninger advocated the use of a truss-braced wing, a 

wing with a strut extending from the fuselage to the wing that would reduce the wing bending 

moment and a jury member or members that would reduce the buckling due to the compressive 

stress from the strut in the inboard members.  Because of the truss structure supporting the wing, 

the span could be increased and the thickness-to-chord ratio (t/c) decreased, therefore increasing 

the lift-to-drag ratio (L/D) and allowing natural laminar flow over the wings.  Figure 1-1 shows 

one of Pfenninger’s TBW designs and its expected geometric characteristics and performance. 
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Figure 1-1.  Pfenninger’s TBW design [Pfenninger 1976] 

 

 

 Although a number of new commercial aircraft designs have been proposed, none have 

been used extensively in industry.  New aircraft designs of the TBW and strut-braced wing 

(SBW) have received more attention in recent years due to the focus on greener engineering.  A 

TBW aircraft was already defined, and an SBW aircraft is similar to a TBW aircraft with a strut 

extending from the fuselage to wing but with no jury members.  These two innovative designs 

claim reduced fuel consumption which would lead to reduced emissions.  In the 90’s Virginia 

Tech began research on the SBW configuration to discover if the claims of reduced fuel were 

true.  Using a Fortran-based multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO) framework, an SBW 

design resulted in a 15% reduction in fuel consumption.  Since the claims that had made the 

SBW so much better than the cantilever turned out to be true, the research turned to adding more 

jury members to create a TBW aircraft. 

   Research on the TBW at Virginia Tech began in the 2000’s.  There were a number of 

questions to answer about the TBW like how many jury members to add, where and in what 
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orientation should these members be placed, and would the members result in too much 

interference drag for the design to be beneficial.  With these complex questions needing to be 

answered, a newer and extended version of the Fortran-based code needed to be created.  

ModelCenterTM was used to create this newer multidisciplinary optimization (MDO) code.  The 

new framework had much more flexibility than the older version, which was necessary in order 

to investigate complex configurations.  The optimized TBW designs that resulted from the new 

framework indicated that the TBW configuration is considerably better than the current 

cantilever configuration with a nearly 20% reduction in fuel weight. 

 Even though the SBW and TBW aircraft do result in lower fuel consumption, other 

options should be explored to reduce emissions even more, especially in the United States, since 

it is not only the world’s leader in the aircraft industry but also in fuel burn of aircraft.  Figure  

1-2 plots the fuel burn in 2002 for each of the major countries of the world. 
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Figure 1-2.  Fuel burn percentages for different countries [Eyers] 

 

 

The United States leads by a landslide with nearly 50% of the fuel burn by aircraft in the world.  

The second highest fuel burn by aircraft is Britain, which is only one-fifth of the United States 

fuel burn.  The chart also indicates that approximately 70% of U.S. fuel burn is for domestic 

flights.   

Since it is not fair to compare the United to States to countries that are so much smaller 

than the U.S., the percent fuel burn of the European countries that are listed in Figure 1-2 was 

added together to compare Europe to the United States.  The European countries contribute 28% 

of the world total fuel burn, which is still only 57% of the fuel burn that the U.S. produces.  In 

order to have the biggest impact on reducing emissions the Unites States should have more fuel-

efficient aircraft.   
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To reduce the climatic impact of emissions even more, an idea has been suggested for 

some years now, which is to have commercial aircraft fly at lower cruise altitudes.  Flying at 

lower altitudes results in smaller amounts of certain emissions from an aircraft released into the 

atmosphere.  Three emissions will be discussed: carbon dioxide (CO2), nitrous oxide (NOx), and 

water (H2O).    

Carbon dioxide is a direct product of the combustion process of aircraft engines.  Carbon 

dioxide is harmful to the earth because it blocks the infrared radiation from escaping the 

atmosphere and results in warming the earth.  This emission is unavoidable, but carbon dioxide’s 

effect is highly dependent on the amount released in the atmosphere.  Though no studies have 

shown any reduction in amount released at lower altitudes, the aircraft engines’ efficiency is 

directly related to how much carbon dioxide is produced.  Since more efficient engines have 

been a goal to reduce fuel consumption cost for many years now, as a result aircraft have been 

becoming more environmentally friendly.   

Although carbon dioxide emissions are not affected by flying at lower cruise altitudes, 

nitrous oxides are.  The effect that Nitrous oxide has on the environment is dependent on 

whether it is emitted in the troposphere or the stratosphere.  If released in the troposphere, which 

is the region of the atmosphere from the surface of the earth to 11 kilometers above the surface, 

the emissions of NOx lead to a reduction in methane (CH4) and an increase in ozone (O3).  The 

methane reduction actually helps cool the atmosphere, while the increase in ozone heats the 

atmosphere by blocking radiation from escaping and by stopping cooling ultraviolet (UV-B) rays 

from entering the atmosphere.  Nitrous oxide production is actually increased by more efficient 

engines because the lower the pressure ratio the less nitrous oxide being produced.  Flying at 
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lower altitudes though, reduces the pressure ratio due to the higher atmospheric pressure which 

in turn reduces the amount of nitrous oxide being released into the atmosphere. 

Contrails are another unavoidable production of combustion.  They are often seen in the 

sky as trails of white following the aircraft.  Figure 1-3 shows contrails in the sky after a large 

commercial aircraft flew over Blacksburg, VA on a humid fall day. 

Figure 1-3.  Contrails in the Blacksburg, VA sky [Wikipedia 2010] 

 

 

Contrails are formed when the water vapor formed from combustion is released into air that is 

less than -38º F and condenses and quickly freezes leaving a white stripe across the sky behind 

the aircraft.  Contrails act similar to ozone by blocking outgoing radiation that in turn warms the 

earth and preventing radiation from entering the atmosphere that would cool the surface of the 
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earth.  Contrails are more likely at higher altitudes but are highly dependent on the conditions of 

the air at the time of flight. 

 To see which emissions have the greatest impact on the environment, Figure 1-4 is shown 

below, which is the radiative forcing versus the different emissions from aircraft.  

Figure 1-4.  Radiative forcing for eight different emissions [Sausen 2008] 

 

 

Radiative forcing (RF) is defined by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change as “A 

change in average net radiation (in W·m-2) at the top of the troposphere resulting from a  

change in either solar or infrared radiation due to a change in atmospheric greenhouse gases 

concentrations; perturbance in the balance between incoming solar radiation and outgoing 

infrared radiation.”  Basically RF is a standard metric by which all emissions can be measured 

for the affect they have on the atmosphere, so they are to the same scale.  As can be seen from 

the data from 2000, the most important emissions to reduce are carbon dioxide, ozone, and the 

production of contrails.   
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 To get a better idea of the effect of reducing altitude on emissions, see Figure 1-5. 

Figure 1-5.  Forcing factor of emissions for a range of altitudes [Schwatz 2009] 

 

 

The forcing factor in this plot is the radiative factor of the emission normalized to that for carbon 

dioxide.  The methane and long-term ozone do not vary much with altitude, but do reach a 

minimum at the lowest altitude.  The short-term ozone increases with increasing altitude, again 

indicating that reduced altitude reduces these emissions.  The formation of contrails/cirrus clouds 

is highly unlikely at these lower altitudes just as was already mentioned in the contrails 

description. 

 Clearly, reduced cruise altitude of different configurations of aircraft should be 

investigated to see if the reduction in emissions will have a large negative effect on the vehicle 
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efficiency.  For this study a representation mission profile, which is shown in Figure 1-6, was 

chosen that is common for large, long-range commercial aircraft such as a Boeing 777-200-ER.  

 
Figure 1-6.  Mission profile of aircraft [Gur 2010] 

 

 

 

In order to model this aircraft mission in ModelCenterTM, two mission profiles were used and a 

number of assumptions made.  The Methodology section contains details of these mission 

profiles, assumptions, design variables, geometric parameters, design constraints, and the process 

of optimization for each configuration.  The Results section contains the final 27 optimized 

aircraft design configurations and comparisons between them.  The Conclusions section contains 

the most important observations from this study, and the Suggestions for Future Work section 

contains studies that could be completed to better understand the effect of reducing cruise 

altitude on an aircraft. 
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Chapter 2 

Methodology

2.1 Overview 

A screenshot of the TBW MDO ModelCenterTM framework is shown in Figure 2-1.  See 

“Development of framework for truss-braced wing conceptual MDO” for complete details on 

how the framework runs and optimizes a given aircraft [Gur 2010]. 

Figure 2-1.  Screen shot of ModelCenterTM TBW MDO framework 

 

In order to run an optimization in ModelCenterTM a simplified mission profile was used.  

The simplified mission profile uses the Breguet equation to calculate the range of the aircraft, 
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requires 4.4% of the fuel for takeoff and climb to cruise altitude, uses an average cruise lift 

coefficient and a fixed Mach of 0.85, and allows for enough reserve fuel for 350 NM.  An image 

of the simplified mission profile is shown in Figure 2-2. 

Figure 2-2.  Simplified mission profile for optimization [Gur 2010] 

 
This mission profile was used for the optimization of the aircraft because it is more stable 

and had a shorter MDO computational run time than the Flight Optimization System (FLOPS) 

mission profile, which will be described in the following paragraphs.  Two desired ranges were 

used: the baseline 7730 NM and a shorter 4000 NM.  The reduced range was used due to the fact 

that most aircraft do not fly 7730 NM often.  Figure 2-3 shows a frequency versus range chart.   

Figure 2-3.  Frequency as a function of range [Nam 2010] 

 

Desired range 
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Figure 2-4 presents the mission definition as implemented using FLOPS. 

Figure 2-4.  FLOPS mission profile [Gur 2010] 

 

 

FLOPS uses certain time constraints for taxi out, takeoff, and time-to-climb.  Again the Mach 

number is constant but for cruise-climb.  There is a maximum L/D for descent and enough 

reserve fuel for 350 NM. The desired configurations were optimized using the simplified mission 

profile and then an analysis using the FLOPS model was run to show a comparison of results. 

In order to run an optimization in ModelCenterTM some assumptions had to be made.  The first 

assumption is that the fuselage is fixed and has similar dimensions to a Boeing 777-200-ER.  The 

tail is a fixed T-tail configuration, and the tail areas are 658 ft2 for the horizontal tail and 579 ft2 

for the vertical tail, again similar to a Boeing 777-200-ER.  The jet engines are mounted on the 

fuselage.  The cruise altitude was set to 35,000, 30,000, and 25,000 ft., and the range set to either 

7730 or 4000 NM.  The cruise Mach number also was assumed to be constant at 0.85, which 

increases the aircraft’s speed at the lower altitudes.  The speed of sound and density of air were 

found in Introduction to Flight, and the speed of the aircraft and dynamic pressure were 

calculated based on the other values.  Table 2-5 shows the speed of sound, the speed of the 

aircraft, and density of air, and the dynamic pressure for each of the design cruise altitudes. 

 

Desired range 
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Table 2-1.  Dynamic pressure and speed of aircraft as a function of cruise altitude [Anderson 2005] 

 

Other assumptions for the aircraft can be found in “Development of framework for truss-braced 

wing conceptual MDO” [Gur 2010].  The design variables and geometric parameters used to 

optimize the configurations are discussed in the following section. 

2.2 Design Variables and Geometric Parameters  

Three different wing designs were optimized using the TBW M8DO design environment: a 

cantilever wing, a strut-braced wing, and a jury truss-braced wing.  The SBW and TBW designs 

have already been defined in the Introduction section, a cantilever wing aircraft is simply a wing 

attached to the fuselage with no supporting strut or jury members.  In order to define these 

configurations in ModelCenterTM, a number of design variables and geometric parameters were 

used.  Design variables are quantities input into the program as a starting point with an upper 

bound and lower bound for the optimization process.  Geometric parameters are quantities that 

are either constant or are calculated based on other variables.  Instead of using typical 

aeronautical engineering terms like half span and wing 1/4 chord sweep, a coordinate system was 

chosen and certain cross-sections on the aircraft were defined using this coordinate system.  This 

was done because using the coordinate system made more complicated configurations easier to 

define within the framework.  The x-axis is oriented to point from nose to tail, the y-axis points 

span-wise to the right of the aircraft, and the z-axis points directly upward.  Although the 
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following figure is of a cantilever wing aircraft, the coordinate system is the same for all three 

configurations.  Figure 2-5 shows the orientation of the coordinate axes. 

Figure 2-5.  Coordinate axes for all configurations 

 

 

 With the coordinate system determined, the cross-sections of the aircraft that need to be 

defined are shown below.  Figure 2-6 shows the numbering of the cross-sections for the 

cantilever wing.  The upper image of Figure 2-6 shows a top view of the right half of the wing, 

and the lower image shows the front view of the right half of the wing.  The fuselage is not 

included in these figures in order to have a better view of the wing cross-sections. 
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Figure 2-6.  Schematic of Cantilever wing 

 

 
 
 
Cross-section 1 corresponds to the fuselage centerline, cross-section 2 is the break of the wing, 

and cross-section 3 is the tip of the wing.  A corresponding figure is shown for the strut-braced 

wing in Figure 2-7. 
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Figure 2-7.  Schematic of SBW 

 

 

Like the cantilever wing, cross-section 1 corresponds to the centerline of the fuselage, cross-

section 2 is the break of the wing, and cross-section 3 is the tip of the wing.  Cross-section 4 

corresponds to the strut centerline and cross-section 5 corresponds to the strut offset location.  

The strut offset is the small vertical portion of the strut that attaches the strut to the wing and is 

used to reduce interference drag that would result from the strut being directly attached to the 

wing.  A slightly different schematic is shown in Figure 2-8 for the one-jury truss-braced wing 

numbering of the cross-sections. 
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Figure 2-8.  Schematic of TBW 

 

 

Cross-section 1 corresponds to the wing centerline, cross-section 2 is the jury/wing intersection, 

cross-section 3 is both the break of the wing and the strut/wing intersection, and cross-section 4 

is the wing tip.  Cross-sections 5 through 7 correspond to the strut with cross-section 5 being the 

strut centerline, cross-section 6 being the jury/strut intersection, and cross-section 7 being the 

strut offset location.  Cross-sections 8 and 9 correspond to the bottom and top of the jury 

respectively.   

 With all the cross-sections determined, the x, y, and z-coordinates of the center of the 

sections and the chord and thickness-to-chord ratio for each section need to be defined as either a 

design variable or a geometric parameter.  For the cantilever wing configuration, the design  

variables and the geometric parameters are shown below in Tables 2-2 and 2-3.   
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Table 2-2.  Design variables for cantilever wing configuration 

 

Table 2-3.  Geometric parameters for the cantilever configuration 
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The design variables table lists two quantities that are not geometric but are essential to 

designing an aircraft of any sort, the maximum required thrust and the fuel weight.  The rest of 

the design variables define the geometric configuration of the aircraft: the chord length and t/c 

for each of cross-sections, the x-coordinate of the wing tip to determine the wing sweep angle, 

the y-coordinate of the wing break, and y-coordinate of the wing tip to determine the wing half 

span.  In the ModelCenterTM framework, the user defines the upper and lower limits placed on all 

these design variable values, which in turn limit the geometric parameters.   

The geometric parameters that are shown in Table 2-3 are either constant or are 

determined based on the input design variables.  The x-coordinate of the wing center line is 

predetermined based on typical aircraft design and the y- and z-coordinates are zero since the 

wing centerline lies in the center of the y-z plane.  The x-coordinate of the second cross-section 

is simply an interpolation of the x coordinates of the first and third cross-sections in order to 

have a constant sweep.  The z-coordinates of the second and third cross-sections are zero since 

the entire wing lies in the x-y plane.  The z-coordinates only become applicable when a strut 

and/or jury member is placed under the wing, which does not lie on the x-y plane.  

The design variables are defined and described for both the strut-braced wing and one-

jury TBW configurations in Tables 2-4 and 2-5, but the geometric parameters are listed and 

defined in Appendix % because they follow the same pattern as the cantilever wing design. 
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Table 2-4.  Design variables for SBW configuration 

 

Table 2-5.  Design variables for TBW configuration 
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2.3 Design Constraints 

The constraints used in the TBW MDO code in ModelCenterTM to optimize the input 

aircraft configuration are based on typical commercial aircraft criterion.  Each of the eleven 

constraints is shown in Table 2-6 and explained in detail in the following subsections. 

Table 2-6.  Constraints for ModelCenterTM optimization 

The last subsection describes the load cases and buckling constraints that the aircraft design must 

pass.  There are three types of constraints: passed, violated, and active.  Active means that the 

constraint is on the edge of the feasible region for the aircraft.  Active constraints are described 

in more detail in the following Optimizing Configurations section. 

2.3.1  Initial Cruise Rate of Climb 

The initial cruise rate of climb constraint means that the rate of climb at the cruise conditions and 

using the aircraft weight at the initial cruise is to be greater than 300 ft/min.  
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2.3.2  Balanced Field length 

The balanced field length constraint means that the takeoff and landing balanced field length 

must not exceed the maximum field length of 11,000 ft.  The Roskam and Lan model [Roskam 

1997] is used to calculate the balanced field length [Ko 2010]. 

 

2.3.3  Landing distance 

The landing distance constraint uses the maximum balanced field length of 11,000 ft. as the 

maximum landing distance. The landing distance is calculated based on Roskam and Lan 

[Roskam 1997] and includes the air distance to land with a 50 ft. obstacle, the distance the 

aircraft rolls until the brakes are applied, and the distance the brakes are applied until the aircraft 

comes to a complete stop. [Ko 2010] 

 

2.3.4  Approach velocity 

The approach velocity constraint means that the approach velocity can be no more than 132.5 

knots, which is 1.3 times the stall air speed, at approach conditions with landing gear down and 

CL = 1.52 and CLmax = 2.56. [Ko 2010] 

 

2.3.5  Missed Approach Climb Gradient 

The missed approach climb gradient means that the minimum climb gradient is 0.021, which is 

the Federal Aviation Regulation (FAR) for two-engine, passenger aircraft. [Ko 2010] 
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2.3.6  Second Segment Climb Gradient 

The second segment climb gradient means that the minimum climb gradient for the second 

segment of takeoff is 0.024, which is the FAR for two-engine, passenger aircraft. [Ko 2010] 

 

2.3.7  Maximum allowable section lift coefficient  

The maximum allowable section lift coefficient means that the required 2D section lift 

coefficient is less than the maximum allowable lift coefficient. [Ko 2010] 

2.3.8  Wing Deflection 

The wing deflection constraint is to ensure that the wings do not hit the ground.  The engines are 

fuselage-mounted, so there is no constraint for the engine deflection as would be necessary on a 

wing-mounted engine aircraft design. [Ko 2010] 

 

2.3.9  Fuel Capacity 

The fuel capacity constraint means that the amount of fuel necessary for the aircraft to perform 

the chosen mission must be able to fit in the fuel tanks.  As was previously mentioned, the 

required fuel weight is a design variable, but the volume that the fuel tanks can hold due to the 

wing dimensions may not be greater than or equal to the required fuel to complete the mission. 

[Ko 2010]  
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2.3.10  Geometric Constraint 

The geometric penalty applies to many geometric variables in order to ensure a feasible and 

realistic design.  An example of the use of this constraint is that the y-coordinate of the wing tip 

should obviously be larger than the y-coordinate of the wing break.  If this is not true, the design 

is penalized through the geometric penalty constraint.  If the geometric constraint in violated 

then the design would not make sense and therefore, the design constraint tables in the Results 

section does not contain this constraint since it will never be active in any of the final designs. 

[6] 

 

2.3.11  Cruise Range 

The cruise range constraint means that the range of either 7730 NM or 4000 NM, depending on 

the mission profile, with an extra 350 NM reserve should be achievable using the entire fuel 

capacity.  The cruise range constraint will always be active, defined in the following section, 

because it is an equality constraint due to the aircraft being sized for the desired range [Gur 

2010]. 

 

2.3.12  Structural Load Cases and Buckling 

The aircraft designs were tested for structural integrity by using 17 load cases.  The first set of 

load cases used is a +2.5g pull-up maneuver at 0%, 50% and 100% fuel; a -1g maneuver at 0%, 

50%, and 100% fuel; and also a +2g taxi bump at  100% fuel.  Ten gust load cases were also 

used with both 0% fuel and 100% fuel at FAR discrete vertical gusts specified at different 

altitudes: 0 ft, 10,000 ft, 20,000 ft, 30,000 ft, and 40,000 ft.  Even though some of the gust loads 
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are specified at higher altitudes than the cruise altitude for the aircraft in this study, it is 

necessary to use the higher altitude gust loads because the aircraft may sometimes fly at these 

higher altitudes.  All the wing, strut, and truss members are also tested for buckling [Gur 2010].     

  

 

2.4 Optimizing configurations 

To optimize the different aircraft designs the Vanderplaats R&D DOT driver was used 

[Gur 2010].  This is a gradient-based optimizer and is therefore very sensitive to local minima. 

There is a region where all of the constraints are passed, the feasible region, but the best designs 

are on the edge of this feasible region.  If a configuration is not on the edge of the feasible region 

there exists a better designed aircraft that uses less fuel and probably has a lower TOGW.  In 

order to find a design that is on the edge of this feasible region, an initial design had to be used as 

input for the design variables.  An input configuration that is not too far off the final optimum 

design should be used as input.  If an input design is too far off the optimum, the results will 

either violate one or more of the constraints or will not be on the edge of the feasible region.  

Since one does not know what the global optimum is at the start of running the optimization, one 

must choose a design for input, run the code, and check the results to see if it converges to an 

optimal solution.  If the input design configuration does not converge to an optimal solution, 

other initial guesses should be used until the optimal, feasible solution is found.  After the 

optimal solution is found, the optimized configuration is used to run an analysis using the 

FLOPS mission profile and the resulting aircraft range compared to that obtained using the 

simplified mission profile. 
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2.4.1  Minimum TOGW, 7730 NM range designs 

Finding an optimum design for the cantilever, SBW, and TBW configurations for 25, 30, 

and 35 kft. cruise altitudes was performed for a minimum TOGW objective function and a range 

of 7,730 NM.  Since much of the focus for the Virginia Tech TBW team has been on minimum 

fuel aircraft designs, there were not many optimized designs for minimum TOGW cases using  

the ModelCenterTM version of the TBW MDO code, the older Fortran version of the code was 

first used to optimize the cantilever design for all three cruise altitudes.  The resulting cantilever 

aircraft were used as the input for the ModelCenterTM version of the code.   

This process could not be performed for the SBW and TBW designs, as the older version 

did not optimize the more complicated geometries of the SBW and TBW aircraft well.  

Therefore, previously optimized designs for minimum TOGW for both the SBW and TBW 

designs were obtained from “Development of framework for truss-braced wing conceptual 

MDO” [Gur 2010].  The only problem with these input configurations was that they were 

optimized for 45-50 kft. cruise altitudes.  Since these inputs may be too far off of the optimum 

design for each lower cruise altitude of concern here, a way of cross optimizing was devised.  

The cross-optimization process is shown as a flowchart in Figure 2-9, where all optimizations 

corresponding to 25 kft. are in green, all optimizations corresponding to 30 kft. are in blue, and 

all optimizations corresponding to 35 kft. are in black.   
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Figure 2-9. Flowchart showing cross-optimization process 

 
 

This cross-optimization process was performed for the cantilever, SBW, and TBW 

designs.  In step 1, the initial configuration was used as the input for the design variables to 

optimize for each of the three cruise altitudes.  The best case that passed all the constraints and 

was closest to the edge of the feasible region was found.  In step 2, the best case for each of the 

cruise altitudes was then used to cross-optimize by using the best configuration for the 35 kft. 

cruise altitude as the input to optimize for both 30 kft. and 25 kft. cruise altitudes, the best design 

from the 30 kft. cruise altitude as input for the 35 kft. and 25 kft. cruise altitudes, and finally the 

best design from the 25 kft. cruise altitude as input for the 35 kft. and 30 kft. cruise altitudes.  

Step 2 was performed in order to have two additional initial guesses for each cruise altitude 

because starting from multiple initial guesses reduces the chance of finding local optima and 

increases the chance of finding the global optimum.  In step 3, there are a total of 9 optimized 
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cases, 3 optimized designs for each of the cruise altitudes.  For each cruise altitude, the three 

optimized designs were compared and the design with the lowest TOGW or fuel weight, based 

on the objective function, was chosen as the final optimized design.  The final optimized designs 

are presented in the Results section.          

 

2.4.2  Minimum fuel/emissions weight, 7730 NM range designs 

Determining the optimum configurations for minimum fuel/emissions for the cantilever, 

SBW, and TBW designs with 25, 30, and 35 kft. cruise altitudes was then performed hoping the 

fuel weight penalty might be less.  Since much of the recent focus of the VT TBW team has been 

on the minimum fuel optimized configurations there were many optimized configurations to use 

as input but again the cruise altitude was between 45 and 50 kft. for all of these cases.  Higher 

cruise altitude configurations for each of the designs (cantilever, SBW, and TBW) were obtained 

again from “Development of framework for truss-braced wing conceptual MDO” and were used 

as the input for the three designs at all the three cruise altitudes [Gur 2010].  

Some of the cases did not converge to a solution that passed all the constraints.  This was 

especially any issue for the 25,000 ft. cruise altitude optimizations due to the cruise altitude 

being reduced to only half that of the cruise altitude of the initial designs, and therefore resulting 

in the initial guess being too far off the optimum.  When this occurred, the best case from the 

optimization was used as the input, and the optimization was run again.  The same cross-

optimization process shown in Figure 2-10 was performed resulting in nine optimized 

configurations, three for each cruise altitude.  The optimized case with the lowest fuel weight 

was chosen for each cruise altitude and is presented in the Results section. 
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2.4.3  Minimum TOGW, 4000 NM range design 

Due to the fact that reducing the range of an aircraft reduces the relative effect that 

aerodynamics have on the vehicle, the range was reduced to 4000 NM to produce less of a 

performance penalty when reducing the cruise altitude to 25 kft.  Recall also that long-range 

aircraft only fly their maximum range a fraction of the time.  Many attempts were made to 

optimize the cantilever wing, SBW, and TBW designs for a minimum TOGW objective function 

with this shorter range, but the current version of the TBW MDO ModelCenterTM framework 

does not have TOGW as a design variable.  Without having TOGW as a design variable, the 

TOGW is simply calculated at the end of each run.  Since the optimized minimum TOGW, 7730 

NM designs were used as the initial guesses for the minimum TOGW, shorter range aircraft, the 

initial guess was not close enough to the optimum, and therefore the optimizer would stop 

running even though the edge of the feasible region had yet not been reached.    

2.4.4 Minimum fuel/emissions weight, 4000 NM range designs 

Since a shorter range, minimum TOGW objective function optimization could not be 

performed, a minimum fuel weight objective function was used.  The input for each of the 

designs of these aircraft was simply the corresponding one from the nine optimized minimum 

fuel weight configurations for 7730 NM range.  From this optimization the best cases were 

found, and the cross-optimization process described above was performed.  The resulting nine 

aircraft are shown in the Results section.  
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Chapter 3 

Results

The optimized configurations using the simplified mission profile for the cantilever, 

SBW, and TBW designs for 25, 30, and 35 kft. cruise altitudes are presented for the long range, 

7730 NM, using minimum TOGW and minimum fuel objective functions and short range, 4000 

NM, for the minimum fuel objective function.  Images of the optimized aircraft using the same 

scale are presented with some of the most important aircraft data.  The skin thickness of the wing 

and the drag breakdown is also presented.  The distance the strut and jury intersect the wing and 

also the percentage of the half span that the intersections occur is summarized in several tables.  

A separate section is then used to compare the different design configurations.  Tables that 

contain detailed wing data, the active constraints, and the range comparison of simplified 

mission profile optimized designs with that of the same configuration using the FLOPS mission 

profile are also in this section.  
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3.1 Minimum TOGW, 7730 NM Range Configurations 

3.1.1 Cantilever wing 

Figure 3-1 shows the three optimized configurations for the cantilever wing aircraft 

design, one for each of the cruise altitudes. 

Figure 3-1.  Optimized minimum TOGW cantilever wing / 7730 NM range images 
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Looking just at the images of the three configurations, it is hard to see much of a difference 

between them.  The differences between the three aircraft are easier to observe by comparing the 

selected the nine selected variables for each of the cruise altitudes in Figure 3-2.  The nine 

variables are: takeoff gross weight, fuel weight, wing weight, half span, lift-to drag ratio, ¼-

chord sweep angle, thrust specific fuel consumption, aspect ratio, and wing area. 

Figure 3-2.  Optimized minimum TOGW cantilever wing / 7730 NM range data 

 

The first row of charts shows the change in the TOGW, fuel weight, and wing weight of 

the aircraft optimized at different cruise altitudes.  The TOGW increases by 5% to reduce the 

cruise altitude from 35 kft. to 30 kft. and increases by 12% to reduce the altitude from 35 to 25 

kft., a majority of this increase is due to the fuel weight.  The fuel weight increases by 25% to 

reduce the cruise altitude to 25 kft. and 10% to reduce to 30 kft., which is due to increased drag 

at the lower altitudes, mainly as a result of increased dynamic pressure.  The drag breakdown for 

all three aircraft is shown in Figure 3-3. 
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Figure 3-3.  Drag breakdown for optimized minimum TOGW / 7730 NM range designs 

 

The induced drag is the drag as a result of generated vorticity, the wave drag is due to the 

shock waves created, the interference drag is the drag due to the intersection of aircraft 

components, and the friction drag is due to the skin friction and pressure drag over the aircraft.  

The highest drag penalty is from the friction drag and between 55% and 60% of this drag is from 

the fuselage.  The induced, wave, and interference drag remain nearly constant for all the cruise 

altitude aircraft. Clearly, having a fixed fuselage that does not change with different altitudes is 

penalizing the lower altitude configurations.   

The wing weight increases slightly as the altitude is decreased since the span remains 

nearly constant and the wing area increases with decreasing altitude.  The wing area increases 

because with decreasing altitude the dynamic pressure increases, increasing the drag and 

decreasing the L/D.  The lower L/D results in the increased fuel weight and TOGW.  The 

increased TOGW results in higher lift, which for the same lift coefficient, CL, has a higher wing 

area.   

The skin thickness distribution as a function of the y-coordinate of the span is shown as 

Figure 3-4.  
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Figure 3-4.  Skin thickness distribution for minimum TOGW / 7730 NM range designs 

 

Even though the skin thickness is greater for the higher altitude aircraft, the wing weight will still 

increase with decreasing altitude due to the greater wing area at the lower cruise altitudes.   

The lift-to-drag ratio, L/D, decreases as the altitude decreases, which is to be expected, 

since the drag increases as the altitude decreases, seen in Figure 3-3.  The quarter-chord sweep, 

 ¼, and aspect ratio, AR, are basically constant.  The aspect ratio is a value that represents the 

general shape of the planform of an aircraft.  An aircraft with an AR less than 10 has a smaller 

span and greater chord length, while an aircraft with a high AR wing would have a larger span 

and smaller chord length.  The thrust specific fuel consumption, TSFC, increases as the altitude 

decreases.  The TSFC is simply a measure of the efficiency of an engine, the smaller the value of 

the TSFC the more efficient the engine.  Aircraft engines are designed to be used at higher cruise 

altitudes, which explains the slight penalty in efficiency at lower cruise altitudes.  The wing area 

was already mentioned, but increases as altitude decreases due to greater chord length and 

essentially constant half span.  The greater chord lengths at lower altitudes are necessary to allow 

the greater volume of fuel necessary to complete the mission since the drag is higher. 
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3.1.2 Strut-braced wing  

The SBW configurations for each of the cruise altitudes are presented below in Figure  

3-5.   

Figure 3-5.  Optimized minimum TOGW SBW / 7730 NM range images 
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Again looking at the images, it is difficult to tell the differences in the configurations when 

reducing the cruise altitude.  The same nine key variables as before are presented in Figure 3-6 as 

bar graphs to show the change in the data.   

Figure 3-6.  Optimized minimum TOGW SBW / 7730 NM range data 

 

The TOGW increases more for the SBW configuration than it did for the cantilever 

configuration.  To reduce the altitude to 30 kft. the TOGW is increased by 6%, and when the 

altitude is reduced to 25 kft. the TOGW increases by 15% from the 35 kft. configuration.  Again, 

the majority of the increase in TOGW is due to the increased fuel weight, which increases by 

13% when the altitude is reduced to 30 kft. and increases by 33% when the altitude is reduced 

even more to 25 kft.  The drag breakdown is presented as Figure 3-7 to show the greater drag at 

lower cruise altitudes due to the increased friction drag. 
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Figure 3-7.  Drag breakdown for optimized minimum TOGW / 7730 NM SBW range designs 

 

The wing weight is nearly the same for both the 35 kft. and 30 kft. cases but increases for 

the 25 kft. case.  This can be accounted for by the increased chord length and higher wing area at 

the lower altitudes.  The skin thickness as a function of the y-coordinate is shown as Figure 3-8. 

Figure 3-8.  Skin thickness distribution as a function of y-coordinate along the wing 

 

Again the skin thickness is the smallest for the 25,000 ft. cruise altitude case, but the wing 

weight is still higher for the lower altitudes due to the increased chord length.  The half span 

does not have a trend, but all three values are close to the same number.  The L/D reduces as 

altitude decreases, like in the previous results due to the higher drag component.  The  1/4 and 

the aspect ratio are essentially the same for all three altitudes again because all three aircraft have 
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short, thick wings resulting in the low aspect ratio and the same sweep.  The TSFC increases 

with decreasing altitude showing the engine efficiency decreasing.  The wing area increases as 

the altitude decreases due the greater chord for the lower altitude configurations.    

 The strut intersection with the wing for the three cruise altitudes is displayed below in 

Table 3-1 with both the distance to the intersection in the span-wise direction and the percentage 

of the half span that the intersection occurs at. 

Table 3-1.  Intersection for SBW minimum TOGW / 7730 NM range 

 

As could already be seen in the images of the aircraft above, the strut/wing intersections 

occur at nearly the same location for all three configurations.  Typical values of the strut 

intersection are around 67%, but all the three aircraft configurations have farther inboard struts.  

A farther inboard strut does not relieve as much of the bending moment as a farther outboard 

placed strut and therefore reduced the benefit of using a strut member.   
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3.1.3 Truss-braced wing 

The three resulting configurations for the TBW design aircraft are presented below as 

Figure 3-9. 

Figure 3-9.  Optimized minimum TOGW TBW / 7730 NM range images 
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Unlike the earlier six images for the minimum TOGW objective function, these images 

have differences that can clearly be seen.  The half span is larger and the strut chord smaller for 

the 25 kft. case than the two higher cruise altitude cases.  Also, the jury is oriented at an angle for 

the 25 kft. case while the jury for the two higher altitudes are nearly vertical. 

 To better understand the changes in the configuration of the aircraft as the altitude is 

reduced, the following nine bar graphs are shown as Figure 3-10. 

Figure 3-10.  Optimized minimum TOGW TBW / 7730 NM range data 

 

The TOGW increases more when the cruise altitude is reduced for the TBW 

configuration than for either the cantilever or SBW designs.  The TOGW is increased by 7% 

when the altitude is reduced from 35 to 30 kft. and increases by 18% when the altitude in 

decreased from 35 to 25 kft.  Again a majority of the increase in the TOGW is due to the 

increase in the fuel weight.  The fuel weight increases by 18% for the 30 kft. case and by 34% 

for the 25 kft. case.  The wing weight is nearly the same for the two higher altitudes, but 
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increases greatly for the 25 kft. case.  This can be explained by the increased half span and chord 

lengths of the wing for the 25 kft. case.  The skin thickness is also the greatest for the 25 kft. case 

shown in Figure 3-11.   

Figure 3-11.  Skin thickness of minimum TOGW / 7730 NM designs 

 
The L/D decreases as the altitude decreases due to the greater drag at the lower altitudes.  

The drag breakdown is presented in Figure 3-12. 

Figure 3-12.  Drag breakdown for minimum TOGW / 7730 NM cases 

 

Again the increased drag is due to the greater friction drag at lower altitudes with 55-60% of the 

friction drag being from the fuselage.  The induced, wave, and interference drag remain nearly 

constant as a function of altitude. 
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The  1/4 and the aspect ratio are the same for all three altitude configurations.  The 

aspect ratio stayed the same even for the 25 kft. case since the half span increased as did the 

wing chord.  The TSFC and the wing area increased as the altitude decreased due to the higher 

drag and the larger half span and chord respectively.   

 The distance and the percentage of the half span that the strut/wing, jury/wing, and 

jury/strut intersect are tabulated in Table 3-2. 

Table 3-2.  Intersections for optimized TBW minimum TOGW / 7730 NM range 

 

The intersections for the two higher altitudes are nearly the same for all three intersection 

points.  The intersection points for the 25 kft. case are considerably smaller which is part of the 

reason for the higher weights at this altitude, as the TBW design does not reach its full potential 

when the intersections are farther inboard.  The strut chord is smaller for the 25 kft. cruise 

altitude configuration because the strut is farther inboard.  The farther outboard the strut is 

placed, the more loading that the strut relieves and must therefore be able to withstand.  The 

farther inboard struts will therefore experience less loading and can have a smaller chord.    
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3.2 Minimum Fuel, 7730 NM Range Configurations 

Due to a large penalty in fuel weight for reducing cruise altitude already discussed in the 

Methodology section, a minimum fuel weight objective function was used to obtain the 

configurations below.   

 

3.2.1 Cantilever wing        

The results from optimizing the cantilever cases for the three cruise altitudes are 

presented below with the images and corresponding data in Figures 3-13 and 3-14. 
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Figure 3-13.  Optimized minimum fuel cantilever wing / 7730 NM range images 
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Unlike the cantilever results from the minimum TOGW objective function, there are 

visible differences in the three designs.  The wing span is clearly smaller and chords are larger 

for the lower altitude cases.  The numerical data is presented in the 9 bar graphs below. 

Figure 3-14.  Optimized minimum fuel cantilever wing / 7730 NM range data 

 

The TOGW increases as the altitude decreases at a slower rate than for the minimum 

TOGW cases, but the TOGW at 35 kft. for minimum fuel is higher than the TOGW at 35 kft. for 

the minimum TOGW case.  The TOGW increases by 2% reducing the altitude to 30 kft. and by 

7% reducing the altitude to 25 kft. from 35 kft.  The fuel weight increases by 12% to reduce the 

altitude form 35. to 30 kft. and by 31% to go from 35 kft. to 25 kft.  The wing weight decreases 

in a nearly linear manner because the half span decreases in a linear manner with decreasing 

altitude.  The skin thickness also decreases in equal amounts at the cruise altitude is decreased, 

shown in Figure 3-15.   
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Figure 3-15.  Skin thickness distribution for minimum fuel / 7730 NM cases 

 

The L/D decreases with altitude in a linear fashion as expected, and the  1/4  remains 

constant.  The drag breakdown is presented in Figure 3-16. 

Figure 3-16.  Drag breakdown of minimum fuel / 7730 NM cases 

 

The TSFC increases with decreasing altitude, and the aspect ratio decreases with 

decreasing altitude due to the wing becoming shorter and wider as the altitude decreases.  The 

wing area increases with decreasing altitude even though the half span decreases.  Therefore, the 

chord increase of the wing is enough to increase the wing area, but the shorter span still results in 

a lower wing weight.  
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3.2.2 Strut-braced wing 

The optimized results for the SBW configuration are shown using images of the three 

aircraft in Figure 3-17 and 9 bar graphs of data in Figure 3-18.  The optimized results for the 

strut/wing intersection are shown in Table 3-3. 
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Figure 3-17.  Optimized minimum fuel SBW / 7730 NM range images 
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Again, there are visible differences between the three designs unlike the SBW cases for 

minimum TOGW.  The 35 kft. case clearly has a higher span and also has a longer strut.  In 

order to better understand the differences between the three configurations, the nine bar graphs 

of data in Figure 3-18 will be examined.  

Figure 3-18.  Optimized minimum fuel SBW / 7730 NM range data 

 

The TOGW increases at a quicker rate than the cantilever wing case as it increases by 4% 

at 30 kft. and 12% at 25 kft from the 35 kft. case.  The fuel weight also increases at a faster rate 

than the cantilever wing as it increases by 15% for the 30 kft. case and 36% for the 25 kft. case.  

Neither the wing weight nor the half span show a trend to the data, but the half span is much 

higher for the 35 kft. case.  The higher span for this case is possible due to the longer strut 

relieving the bending moment, but the skin thickness and strut chord length are the highest for 

this case as a result.  The skin thickness is the highest for the 35 kft. case and decreases as the 

altitude decreases as shown as Figure 3-19. 
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Figure 3-19.  Skin thickness of minimum fuel / 7730 NM SBW cases 

 

The L/D and TSFC have the usual trends of decreasing L/D and increasing TSFC with 

decreasing altitude.  The drag breakdown is presented as Figure 3-20 to show the increasing drag 

at lower altitudes. 

Figure 3-20.  Drag breakdown of minimum fuel / 7730NM SBW cases 

 

The  1/4 decreases slightly as the altitude decreases, by 1º for each 5,000 ft. step down in 

altitude.  The aspect ratio is higher for the 35 kft. case due to the longer, slimmer wings and 

lower for the shorter, stubbier lower altitude cases.  The wing area increases as the altitude 

decreases due to the wider wings at lower altitude.  
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 The intersection of the strut and wing in both distance and percentage of the half span are 

presented in Table 3-3.  

Table 3-3.  Intersection for optimized SBW minimum fuel / 7730 NM range 

 

The strut is placed at a similar location and percentage of the half span of the wing for the 

two lower altitudes but is placed farther outboard on the 35 kft. case.  Even though the strut is 

placed farther out on the 35 kft. case, the percentage of the half span is still close to the 

percentage for the lower altitudes.  There is a distinctive trend to the strut placement as a 

percentage of the half span, with the strut being placed farther inboard for each 5,000 kft. 

reduction in cruise altitude.  Therefore, the strut is becoming less effective at reducing the 

bending moment on the wing at these lower altitudes.  
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3.2.3 Truss-braced wing 

The TBW cases that have been optimized for minimum fuel are now presented using 

images, graphs, and tables.  The images for the three altitude configurations are shown in Figure 

3-21. 
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Figure 3-21.  Optimized minimum fuel TBW / 7730 NM range images 
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In the three images, there are many differences visible such as the strut chord, the strut 

placement, the jury orientation, and the half span.  The following bar graphs are presented in 

Figure 3-22 to better explain the configurations and trends. 

Figure 3-22.  Optimized minimum fuel TBW / 7730 NM range data 

 

The TOGW increases at a higher rate than the SBW cases, with a 5% increase for the 30 

kft. case and a 16% increase for the 25 kft. case.  The fuel weight also increases at a higher rate 

than the SBW cases with an 18% increase for the 30 kft. case and a 45% increase for the 25 kft. 

case.  The wing weight does not have a clear trend because the wing area increases while the half 

span decreases with decreasing altitude.  The wing weight does not decrease with altitude like 

the half span due the changing chord and thickness ratios.  The skin thickness decreases with 

decreasing altitude as shown in Figure 3-23.   
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Figure 3-23.  Skin thickness for minimum fuel / 7730 NM range TBW designs 

 

The L/D and TSFC follow the usual trend of decreasing and increasing respectively with 

decreasing altitude due to the increased drag at lower altitudes shown in Figure 3-24. 

Figure 3-24.  Drag breakdown for minimum fuel / 7730 NM range TBW designs 

 

The  1/4 remains nearly the same for all three configurations, while the aspect ratio 

increases with decreasing altitude due to the wing becoming shorter and wider at lower altitudes.  

The wing area increases as the altitude decreases again due to the greater chord length at the 

lower altitudes. 
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The strut and jury placement with respect to the wing are shown in Table 3-25. 

Table 3-4.  Intersections for optimized TBW minimum fuel / 7730 NM range 

 

The strut placement is in nearly the same location with respect to the span of the wing, 

but the jury changes orientation for all three configurations.  For the 25 kft. case the jury is tilted 

so that the top of the jury is more inboard than the bottom but only by 2%.  The 30 kft. case, on 

the other hand, has a much sharper angle.  The bottom of the jury is more inboard than the top by 

12%.  The 35 kft. case is similar to the 25 kft. case only oriented in the other direction with the 

bottom of the jury more inboard and a difference of 4% between the two intersection points.  

Due to strut being farther inboard than expected and the interesting placement of the jury, a study 

was done to see if these configurations were sized mainly on buckling and therefore an extra jury 

member would be advantageous.  The results of this study are contained in the following section. 

 

3.2.4 Strut- braced wing and truss-braced wing with no buckling constraint 

The portions of the wing, strut, and jury were examined and were found to be sized by 

buckling.  Therefore, the SBW and TBW cases were optimized again but with the buckling 

constraint turned off using the 9 optimized configurations presented in the results section for 
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minimum fuel and 7730 NM range as the initial designs.  If the fuel weight was reduced and the 

strut location moved farther outboard, then introducing another jury member or twp may reduce 

the buckling enough to reduce the weight making the two or three-jury TBW a better candidate 

than the cantilever wing. 

The TOGW, fuel weight, half span, and strut location are presented in Figure 3-25 for the 

minimum fuel objective function with 7730 NM range with and without the buckling constraint. 

Figure 3-25.  SBW minimum fuel / 7730 NM range comparison plots 

 

 

The TOGW and fuel weight are all reduced and the strut intersection is further outboard 

for all three altitudes.  The half span does not increase for the 25 and 30 kft. cases, but the 

weights are still decreased for all three altitude aircraft. 

 The TOGW, fuel weight, strut intersection, and half span are also presented in Figure 3-

26 for the TBW minimum fuel for 7730 NM range with and without the buckling constraint. 
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Figure 3-26.  TBW minimum fuel / 7730 NM range comparison plots 

 

Again, the TOGW and fuel weight are reduced for all three altitudes.  The strut 

intersection is farther outboard for the 30 and 35 kft. case but more inboard for the 25 kft. case.  

The half span also increased for the 30 and 35 kft. cases, but decreased for the 25 kft. case.  Even 

though the span was reduced and the strut was brought farther inboard a small amount, 

optimizing a two-jury TBW configuration would reduce the buckling and would likely result in 

reduction in fuel weight and TOGW for the aircraft versus the other configurations. 
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3.3 Minimum Fuel, 4000 NM Range Configurations 

Due to the high penalty in both fuel weight and in TOGW for 7730 NM range for either 

objective function, a reduced range, typical of actual aircraft operations, was studied and a 

minimum fuel objective function was used to optimize the three designs.  A minimum TOGW 

objective function was attempted but issues, which were already discussed in the Methodology 

section, were found with using this objective function with the optimization code.  

 

3.3.1 Cantilever wing 

The resulting cantilever cases for the shorter range are shown below in Figure 3-27.  
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Figure 3-27.  Optimized minimum fuel cantilever wing / 4000 NM range images 
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All three configurations look rather similar except for the slightly increased span as the 

altitude is increased and the greater chord length at the lower cruise altitudes.  The nine aircraft 

data bar graphs are shown in Figure 3-28. 

Figure 3-28.  Optimized minimum fuel cantilever wing / 4000 NM range data 

 

Clearly the TOGW increases at a much slower rate than for all the other earlier 

configurations, with only a 2% increase for the 30 kft. case and a 4% increase for the 25 kft. 

case.  The fuel weight is lower due to the shorter range, but does not increase at a slower rate 

with an increase of 12% for the 30 kft. case and a 28% increase for the 25 kft. case.  The wing 

weight and the half span decreases with decreasing altitude in a nearly linear trend.  The skin 

thickness decreases as the cruise altitude decreases as shown in Figure 3-29. 
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Figure 3-29.  Skin thickness for minimum fuel / 4000 NM cantilever wing cases 

 

The L/D decreases and the TSFC increases with decreasing altitude as expected due to 

the greater drag at the lower cruise altitudes.  The drag breakdown is presented in Figure 3-30. 

Figure 3-30.  Drag breakdown for the minimum fuel / 4000 NM range 

 

The drag was only reduced by between 3,000 and 4,000 lb. compared to the higher range 

cantilever aircraft designs.  Clearly the fixed fuselage, 50-55% of friction drag, is penalizing the 

reduced range designs.  

The  1/4 decreases in a linear fashion, but only by 1º for each step down in altitude.  The 

aspect ratio also decreases with decreasing altitude due to the shorter wings with wider chords at 

the root. The wing area increases because of the thicker chord lengths at lower altitudes. 
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3.3.2 Strut-braced wing 

The SBW configurations were then optimized for the three altitudes and are presented 

below in Figure 3-31. 

Figure 3-31.  Optimized minimum fuel SBW / 4000 NM range images 
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There does not seem to be much of a difference between the two lower altitude 

configurations and only a small increase in the span for the 35 kft. case.  The nine bar graphs in 

Figure 3-32 summarize the data for these three configurations. 

Figure 3-32.  Optimized minimum fuel SBW / 4000 NM range data 

 

The TOGW again increases at a much slower rate than the higher range cases, with a 1% 

increase for the 30 kft. case and a 5% increase for the 35 kft. case.  The fuel weight increases at a 

slightly slower rate than the cantilever wing cases, with a 9% increase for the 30 kft. case and a 

26% increase for the 25 kft. case.  The wing weight and the half span decrease with decreasing 

altitude and result in the wing weight at 35 kft. being higher due to the greater half span and 

chord.  The skin thickness in Figure 3-33 shows that there is not an exact trend as the cruise 

altitude is decreased but the 25 kft. case does have the lowest skin thickness. 
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Figure 3-33.  Skin thickness of minimum fuel / 4000 NM SBW designs 

 

The L/D and the TSFC follow the usual trends with the increasing drag at lower altitudes 

shown in Figure 3-34.   

Figure 3-34.  Drag breakdown for minimum fuel / 4000 NM SBW designs 

 

Again the drag is only 3,00-4,000 lb. less than the drag for the longer range SBW aircraft with 

the greatest increase in drag coming from the friction drag. 

The  1/4 and the aspect ratio remain nearly the same for all three cases due to essentially 

the same sweep angle, and the span increases while the chord also increases.  The wing area does 

not follow a trend due to the chord length for each altitude not following a trend.  This is only 

case within this study in which this occurs. 
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The intersection of the strut with the wing is shown below in Table 3-5. 

Table 3-5.  Intersection for optimized SBW minimum fuel / 4000 NM range 

 

The strut/wing intersection is in nearly the same location according to the actual distance.  

The percentage of the half span that the chord intersects at increases with decreasing altitude, 

which is the exact opposite of the trend observed in the longer range minimum fuel SBW 

designs.   

 

3.3.3 Truss-braced wing 

The TBW optimized designs are presented below as images, data in bar graphs, and 

intersection of the strut/wing, jury/wing, and jury/strut.  Figure 3-35 shows the images. 
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Figure 3-35.  Optimized minimum fuel TBW / 4000 NM range images 
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The span clearly becomes smaller and the chord length of the wing greater as the altitude 

is decreased, which will decrease the aspect ratio and strut intersection.  The nine charts of data 

are shown in Figure 3-36. 

Figure 3-36.  Optimized minimum fuel TBW / 4000 NM range images 

 

The TOGW is nearly the same for the two higher altitudes, but the TOGW increases by 

4% for the 25 kft. case.  The fuel weight increases at higher rate than either the cantilever wing 

or SBW, with a 16% increase for the 30 kft. case and a 36% increase for the 25 kft. case.  The 

wing weight and half span decrease with decreasing altitude.  The skin thickness distribution in 

Figure 3-37, shows a distinct trend of the skin thickness becoming smaller with decreasing 

altitude. 
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Figure 3-37.  Skin thickness of minimum fuel / 4000 NM TBW designs 

 

The L/D decreases, and the TSFC increases with decreasing altitude.  The drag 

breakdown is presented as Figure 3-38 to show the greater friction drag at lower altitudes. 

Figure 3-38.  Drag breakdown of minimum fuel / 4000 NM TBW designs 

 

The  1/4 remains essentially the same, while the aspect ratio decreases with decreasing 

altitude due to the shorter, wider planform at the lower altitudes.  The wing area is practically the 

same for the two higher altitudes and increases for the 25 kft. case due to the root  and break 

chord increase.  The chord lengths must be increases due to the greater amount of fuel necessary 

to complete the mission. 
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 The intersection of the strut and the jury with the wing and each other is tabulated below 

in Table 3-6. 

Table 3-6.  Intersections for optimized TBW minimum fuel / 4000 NM range 

 

The strut is in nearly the same location for all three configurations, and the percentage of 

the half span that it intersects the wing slightly increases with decreasing altitude.  The jury 

orientation for all three configurations is the bottom of the jury being farther inboard than the 

top.  The jury moves farther inboard as the altitude decreases, but the percentage of the half span 

that it is located at is basically the same.  This same trend of the strut being farther inboard for 

the lower altitude cases was observed for the minimum fuel TBW designs for the longer range.  

The issue described in the minimum fuel TBW, no buckling constraint section may be to blame.  

The wing of the TBW aircraft at the lower altitudes is heavier and the drag is increased to the 

point that the members are sized based on buckling.  Also, a farther inboard strut can withstand a 

much greater load like the ones experienced at the reduced cruise altitudes. 
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3.4 Summary and Comparisons 

All of the following tables and figures show all nine configurations for each objective 

function and range together for comparison purposes.  The chord and thickness ratios are 

tabulated for all 27 configurations in Tables 3-7 – 3-9.  An X was placed in all boxes that are not 

applicable to the configuration that the column corresponds to.  The chord and thicknesses were 

already discussed in the corresponding objective function and range section.   

Table 3-7.  Optimized minimum TOGW wing data for 7730 NM range 

 

Table 3-8.  Optimized minimum fuel wing data for 7730 NM range 
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Table 3-9.  Optimized minimum fuel wing data for 4000 NM range 

 

The active constraints were then tabulated for all 27 configurations in Tables 3-10 – 3-12.  

The active constraints are listed on the left of the chart and a Y is placed in the box if the 

constraint is active for the configuration that the column corresponds to.   

Table 3-10.  Active constraints for minimum TOGW / 7730 NM range 

 

The active constraints for all the minimum TOGW, 7730 NM range configurations are 

the cruise range and the approach speed.  As discussed in the Methodology section, the cruise 

range constraint will always be active because it is an equality constraint that sizes the aircraft.  
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The approach speed constraint is active due to the wing loading on the aircraft design.  The 

second segment climb is active for the cantilever wing and lower altitude SBW cases, and the 

fuel constraint is active for the SBW and TBW cases due to the reduced volume inside of the 

wing for the necessary amount of fuel.  When the fuel constraint is active, the wing was resized 

in order to accommodate the amount of fuel necessary to complete the mission.  The balanced 

field length is active for the 25 kft. TBW case only. 

Table 3-11.  Active constraints for minimum fuel / 7730 NM range 

 

The active constraints for all the minimum fuel, 7730 NM range configurations are the 

cruise range constraint and the approach speed constraint.  The cruise range constraint is always 

active, and the approach speed constraint is active due to the wing loading.  The only other active 

constraint is the fuel constraint for the SBW cases and the 25 and 35 kft. TBW cases again due to 

the volume in the wing available for the fuel storage. 
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Table 3-12.  Active constraints for minimum fuel / 4000 NM range 

 

The active constraints for the minimum fuel, 4000 NM range cases are cruise range and 

the approach speed for the same reasons listed above.  The only other active constraint is the 2D 

Clmax for the 25 kft. TBW case. 

The range using the FLOPS mission profile was then compared to the range for the 

simplified mission profile using the Breguet equation.  The range using the Breguet equation, the 

range using the FLOPS mission profile, and the percent difference between the two is presented 

in Tables 3-13 – 3-15. 

Table 3-13.  Range difference for minimum TOGW/7730 NM range 
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In Table 3-13 there is a distinct trend when reducing the cruise altitude for the cantilever 

wing and SBW designs.  The FLOPS range is less than the Breguet calculated range for all the 

cruise altitudes, except the 35 kft. TBW case.  Also, at each 5,000 ft. cruise altitude reduction the 

FLOPS range is reduced even more.  The TBW follows a similar pattern, but the 35,000 ft. case 

has a slightly higher FLOPS range, but the two lower altitudes have a greater reduction in range 

like the cantilever wing and SBW.  The greatest reduction in range is 9.5% for the 25 kft. 

cantilever wing aircraft. 

Table 3-14.  Range difference for minimum fuel/7730 NM range 

 

For Table 3-14 all the 9 aircraft the FLOPS range is less than the Breguet range.  Also, 

for all three configurations the reduction in altitude form 35,000 ft. to 30,000 ft. results in an 

even greater reduction in range.  Comparing the range at 30,000 ft. and 25,000 ft., the range 

reduction from the Breguet to FLOPS is nearly the same.  The greatest reduction in range is 

8.1% for both the 30 and 35 kft. TBW cases. 
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Table 3-15.  Range difference for minimum fuel/4000 NM range 

 

 Table 3-15 shows that for the cantilever wing cases, the 35 kft. case FLOPS range is 

higher than the Breguet range, while the two lower altitude cantilever wing designs show a 

reduction in range from Breguet to FLOPS.  The SBW 35 kft. case shows an increase in range, 

but the reduction in range for the two lower altitudes is nearly the same.  The TBW 35 kft. case 

has a longer FLOPS range than Breguet range, but the 25 and 30 kft. designs show a reduction in 

range.  The greatest change in range is a 5.5% reduction in range for the cantilever 25 kft. case.  

The shorter range designs show less of a discrepancy between the simplified mission profile and 

the FLOPS mission profile.  

The following plots are of the TOGW, fuel weight, and dry weight for the 9 aircraft for 

each objective function and range.  Dry weight is defined as the TOGW minus the fuel weight.  

The lines connecting the data points in the figures do not imply a linear relationship between the 

cruise altitudes.  The results for the minimum TOGW, 7730 NM range cases are shown in Figure 

3-39. 
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Figure 3-39.  Comparison plots for minimum TOGW / 7730 NM range 

 

 

For the TOGW plot at 35 and 30 kft., there is a decrease in the weight to go from the 

cantilever wing to the SBW and then again from the SBW to the TBW.  However, at 25 kft. the 

TOGW is essentially the same for all.  For the fuel weight plots at 35 kft., there is a small 

decrease in weight to go from the cantilever to the SBW and a larger decrease to go from the 

SBW to TBW. 

For the 30 kft. case there is no change in fuel weight to go from the cantilever to SBW 

and a small decrease to go from SBW to TBW.  For the 25 kft. case, the SBW actually requires 

more fuel than the cantilever wing, and the TBW has a small reduction in fuel.  Comparing the 

dry weight at 35 and 30 kft., there is a reduction in weight to go from cantilever wing to SBW 

but practically no advantage to go from SBW to TBW.  At 25 kft. there is a reduction in dry 

weight to go from cantilever wing to SBW, but an increase in weight to go from SBW to TBW.  
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The actual percent changes were calculated for the SBW and TBW cases, and they are compared 

to the cantilever wing case in Table 3-16. 

Table 3-16.  Percent change for minimum TOGW / 7730 NM range 

 

 The comparison plots for the minimum fuel objective function with 7730 NM range are 

shown in Figure 3-40. 

Figure 3-40.  Comparison plots for minimum fuel / 7730 NM range 

 

 

The TOGW at 35 kft. has a small reduction going from  the cantilever wing to the SBW 

and another reduction to go from the SBW to TBW.  The TOGW at 30 kft. is essentially the 

same for both the cantilever wing and SBW and a small reduction in weight from SBW to TBW.  
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The 25 kft. TOGW is practically the same for the cantilever wing and TBW and actually has a 

higher weight for the SBW.  The fuel weight for both the 30 and 35 kft. cases have the same 

trend with the cantilever wing and SBW practically the same weight  and a slight reduction for 

the TBW.  At 25 kft., the fuel weight is nearly the same with the SBW and TBW needing slightly 

more fuel than the cantilever wing.  The dry weight plot shows a reduction in weight to go from 

the cantilever wing to the SBW and then another reduction to go from the SBW to TBW.  For the 

dry weight at 25 kft., the SBW is a small  amount  heavier than the TBW, and the TBW is 

slightly heavier than the cantilever wing, which is due to the cantilever wing having the lowest 

TOGW at 25 kft. and all three configurations needing nearly the same fuel weight.  The actual 

percentages are summarized in Table 3-17.   

Table 3-17.  Percent change for minimum fuel / 7730 NM range 

 

 The comparison plots for the minimum fuel objective function with a reduced range of 

4000 NM are shown in Figure 3-41. 
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Figure 3-41.  Comparison plots for optimized minimum fuel / 4000 NM range 

 

 

The TOGW for all three configurations follow the trend of a reduction in weight from 

cantilever wing to SBW and another reduction in weight from SBW to TBW, although in 

different amounts.  The fuel weight at 35 kft. is slightly higher for the SBW than the cantilever 

wing, and the TBW needs less fuel then either the cantilever wing or the SBW.  For 30 kft., the 

cantilever wing and SBW need the same amount of fuel, while the TBW needs slightly less fuel.  

For 25 kft., the necessary fuel is practically the same for all three configurations.  The dry weight 

for 25 and 30 kft. is less for the SBW compared to the cantilever wing and is even less for the 

TBW.  For the 35 kft. case, the TBW had a lower dry weight than the cantilever wing, but the 

SBW has a slightly lower weight than the TBW.  This is due to the SBW and TBW having 

practically the same TOGW, but the fuel weight for the TBW is less than the SBW at 35 kft.  

The percent change in each of the SBW and TBW configurations compared to the cantilever 

wing is shown below in Table 3-18. 
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Table 3-18.  Percent change for minimum fuel / 4000 NM range 
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Chapter 4 

Conclusions

Though reducing cruise altitude of jet-powered transport aircraft has been discussed for 

some years, not much numerical data is available to show the effect that reducing altitude would 

have on an aircraft and especially not for designing an aircraft to fly at these lower altitudes.  The 

subject is receiving renewed interest as a means of reducing climatic impact.  This study began 

with optimizing long-range transport cantilever wing, SBW, and TBW aircraft for minimum 

TOGW with a 7730 NM range at cruise altitudes if 35,000, 30,000, and 25,000 ft.  The results 

from this investigation showed: the increase in weights to reduce the cruise altitude from 35 to 

25 kft. for the cantilever wing to be 12% for TOGW and 25% for fuel weight; for the SBW to be 

15% for TOGW and 33% for fuel weight; and for the TBW to be 19% for TOGW and 39% for 

fuel weight.  Though the percentage increase in TOGW and fuel weight to reduce the cruise 

altitude was the highest for the TBW design, it still results in the lowest TOGW and fuel weight 

at 25 kft., 587 klb. and 243 klb., respectively.   

 Since such a large increase in fuel weight is not practical, a minimum fuel optimization 

was run for the cantilever wing, SBW, and TBW aircraft designs for a 7730 NM range.  The 

results of this study showed: an increase in weights to reduce the cruise altitude from 35 to 25 

kft. for the cantilever wing design to be 7% for TOGW and 31% for fuel weight; for the SBW 

design 12% for TOGW and 36% for fuel weight; and for the TBW design 16% for TOGW and 

45% for fuel weight.  Note that these percentages are all relative to the 35 kft. minimum fuel 

designs , which have lower fuel weights than the corresponding minimum TOGW designs 

discussed above.  The cantilever wing aircraft configuration actually resulted in having the 
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lowest TOGW and fuel weight, 622 klb. and 243 klb., respectively.  The inboard wing buckling 

constraint increases the weight and moves the strut inboard for both the SBW and TBW to the 

point that the strut actually becomes a disadvantage, therefore increasing the number of jury 

members would be advantageous to reduce the buckling. 

 Because of the high penalty in fuel weight and TOGW for the previous two studies, the 

design range was reduced to 4000 NM to reduce the relative aerodynamic effects enough that the 

increased drag at lower altitudes might not have as much of a penalty on the weight of the 

aircraft.  The results of this study were: the weight was increased by reducing the cruise altitude 

from 35 to 25 kft. for the cantilever case by 4% for TOGW and 28% for fuel weight; for the 

SBW case by 5% for TOGW and 26% for fuel weight; and for the TBW case by 4% for TOGW 

and 36% for fuel weight.  The TOGW does not suffer as badly for the lower ranges, but the fuel 

weight still increases at the high percentages that the long-range aircraft did.  The minimum 

TOGW and fuel weight for 25 kft. cruise altitude was the TBW case with 448 klb. TOGW and 

124 klb. fuel weight.   

 There are still many configurations such as the two-jury TBW and minimum TOGW, 

4000 NM aircraft that could be explored in order to discover an aircraft that would be feasible to 

fly at 25 kft.  The results do indicate, though, that flying at such a low altitude may not be worth 

the price one would pay in greater fuel weight and TOGW, and that the greater amount of fuel 

needed would result in the same or more emissions as an aircraft flying at 40 kft.   

 In general, the TBW produced an aircraft that was better than, or in a few cases only 

equal to, a cantilever wing aircraft at all three cruise altitudes.  But, the advantage of the TBW 

over the cantilever wing was reduced as the cruise latitude decreased. This may be related to the 

increased relative drag influence of the assumed fixed-geometry fuselage here. 
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 In all of the studies reported here, the fuselage was fixed.  The results show that fuselage 

drag becomes a major factor as altitude is reduced, especially for the SBW and TBW since the 

drag of their wings has been reduced. 
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Chapter 5 

Suggestions for Future Work 

Due to the large penalty for fuel weight from the higher drag at lower cruise altitudes, 

other options need to be investigated in order for a lower cruise altitude aircraft to be feasible.  

From the results from the minimum fuel objective function with 7730 NM range, the high fuel 

weight for the SBW and TBW cases was believed to be a direct result of the wing being sized for 

buckling.  If the wing is sized for buckling, then the structure will need to be heavier compared 

to just a fully-stressed design.  Fully-stressed design means that each member is designed to be 

fully-stressed for at least one load condition.  Also, the struts would be moved farther inboard 

because a farther outboard strut would need to be much thicker to not buckle.  The SBW and 

TBW designs are most advantageous when the strut is more outboard to relieve the bending 

moment.  Therefore, the strut being farther inboard due to buckling constraints could be the 

reason for the penalty in weight for the SBW and TBW cases.  In order to correct for the 

buckling issue associated with these lower cruise altitude aircraft designs, either more jury 

members could be added to reduce the buckling on each member or a telescopic strut could be 

used to reduce the buckling.   

Another option for future study would be to relax the approach speed velocity condition 

because this constraint is active for all the designs.  As previously explained in the Results 

section, the approach speed constraint is equivalent to wing loading.  As the TOGW increases at 

the lower altitudes, the wing area increases for a given wing loading.  The last option would be to 

actually fly at a much higher cruise altitude.  Figure 1-5 shows that the likelihood of contrails is 

reduced significantly at cruise altitudes above 40,000 ft.  Other work at Virginia Tech has shown 
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that SBW and TBW designs want to fly at about 48,000 ft.  If an SBW or TBW aircraft were 

designed to fly at much higher altitudes, there may not be such a large penalty in fuel and also 

would have the environmental benefit of reducing contrail formation.  If either the two-jury 

TBW or a reduced range aircraft could be optimized so that there was not such a large penalty in 

fuel weight and TOGW, then the aeronautical industry would be more willing to fly at lower 

altitudes in order to reduce emissions.  
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Appendix A 

Geometric parameters for the SBW configuration 
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Geometric parameters for the TBW configuration 
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